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David Dunham, PA Dept of Military and Veterans Affairs
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Jim Keyser, Disabled American Veterans
Cindy Kinzey, Blair County VA Director
Larence W. Kirby, Executive Director, Delaware Commission of Veterans Affairs
Dennis Koman, American Legion Service Officer
Rich Krankota, Crawford County VA Director
Ken Lebron, Deputy Director, Berks County VA
Rick Murray, Jefferson County VA Director
Timothy Owens, Pennsylvania Veterans Service Officer
John Palmentieri, Military Order of the Purple Heart
Joe Patrick, Marine Corps League
Mukesh Roy, MD, Atlantic County Veterans Advisory Board
Marco Polo Smigliani, Military Order of the Purple Heart
Wayne Stratos, Mercer County Vietnam Era Veterans Association
Paul Sutton, SNJ MyVA Community and So. NJ/Vietnam Veterans of America
Johnny Walker, Disabled American Veterans
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AGENDA TOPICS
Veterans Appointment Request App (2 attachments)
Lisa Kendziora, who has been with VA for more than 29 years, and has been the VISN 4
My Healthe Vet Coordinator since 2010, gave an update on the new Veteran
Appointment Request App (VAR).
VA Mobile focuses on expanding care for Veterans beyond the traditional office visit.
This new VA mobile app, which will be available in the very near future (hopefully this
month), will allow Veterans enrolled for VA care to directly schedule or request primary
care appointments and request mental health appointments. With this app, Veteran
patients can also view appointment details, track the status of appointment requests,
send messages about requested appointments, get notifications about appointments,
and cancel most appointments.
The VAR app will help Veterans stay on top of their appointments without having to call
their local medical center and speak with a scheduler. The ability to request an
appointment at any time of the day allows Veterans to be an active participant in their
health care.
Upon the completion of successful testing (ongoing now), VISN 4 medical centers will
begin communicating the availability of the app, where it is located, and who to contact
with questions.
This app is separate from My Healthe Vet, requiring a DS logon.
Directions for helping Veterans obtain their DS logon can be found here:
https://mobile.va.gov/dslogon, and in attached.
VISN 4 Leadership Update
Russell Lloyd began serving as the director of the Wilkes-Barre VA Medical Center on
October 2nd. Prior to this appointment, Mr. Lloyd served as the associate director for
resources for the Central Texas Veterans Health Care System.
Carla Sivek began serving as the director of the Coatesville VA Medical Center on
November 30th. She had been serving as the interim director there since Gary
Devansky’s retirement on May 1st. Prior to this appointment, Ms. Sivek served as the
deputy network director for VISN 4. Jennifer Farrar, VISN 4’s deputy chief financial
officer, is currently serving as our interim deputy network director.
Robin Aube-Warren, former director of the Wilmington VA Medical Center, accepted a
position with another government agency. Robert Callahan, director of the Lebanon
VA, is currently serving as the interim director in Wilmington. In his absence, Margaret
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Wilson, the associate director of patient care services there, is serving as the acting
director in Lebanon.
Charles Becker, associate director, is currently serving as acting director of the Altoona
VA.
We have submitted recommendations to fill the director vacancies in Altoona and
Wilmington, and are awaiting all of the required approvals from Central Office.
Access and Non-VA Care Update (attachment)
In fiscal year 2016, VISN 4 facilities completed more than 3.7 million outpatient
appointments. We also coordinated nearly 37,000 appointments outside of VA. Nearly
98% of these appointments were completed within 30 days of the Veteran’s preferred
date or the clinically indicated date. Our number of active provider agreements also
continues to grow, which will help us to continue to improve timely access to care for
our Veterans. Currently, we are up to 932.
A study recently conducted by the University of Pittsburgh has concluded that MyVA
Access, the program implemented in 2015 to improve Veterans’ access to care, has
established sustainable solutions within VA facilities.
Link to news story about the report (also attached):

www.sopghreporter.com/story/2017/01/03/service-news/study-finds-improved-accessto-care-for-veterans/17359.html
Choice Update (attachment)
The Veterans Choice Program will end on August 7th. In fiscal year 2016, the program
helped complete nearly 6 million appointments outside of the VA system. Congress
must act to extend this program by consolidating it with our other community care
programs to provide stability and reliability to both the Veterans we serve and the
providers that serve them. We have included a fact sheet here that shows some of our
progress since the Act was passed in August 2014 as well as our four immediate
legislative needs moving forward.
Same-Day Service
All VISN 4 facilities have now implemented Same-Day Services. This means that a
Veteran with a need for care right away will have it addressed the same day. If the
need arises after hours, it will be addressed the very next day.
The need may be addressed by providing a face-to-face visit, arranging a telehealth or
video care visit, or scheduling a future appointment. It could mean refilling a
prescription. Or it could be as simple as advice and reassurance over the phone. The
care will be provided by an appropriate clinical staff member.
Additionally, if a Veteran is in crisis or has an urgent need for mental health care, he or
she will receive immediate attention from a health care professional. Any Veteran new
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to mental health with a non-urgent need will receive an initial screening evaluation by
the next calendar day.
Call Center
Since October 12, all facilities in VISN 4 have been utilizing a new, centralized nurse
triage call center based at VA Butler Healthcare. Veterans can speak to a registered
nurse regarding health care concerns anytime by calling their local VA medical center
and pressing “3”. During weekday administrative hours, they are connected to this new
call center. After hours, on weekends, and on holidays, they are connected to a call
center in New York. This is a great resource for Veterans to receive symptom
management and medical advice anytime.
VHA Vitals (attachment)
A copy of the VHA Vitals – Top 15 is attached. Please feel free to share this and
reference as you feel appropriate.
MyVA Transformation Update (attachment)
A couple of the key takeaways from this update are: 1. Transformation is a marathon.
It’s not a sprint. And 2. Administrations change. The Nation’s commitment to Veterans
shouldn’t. VA has teams who have been, and continue to work, on transition plans and
efforts to ensure not only that Veterans continue to receive the care and services they
need but also that we do not lose any momentum on the transformative efforts that
we’ve been going through since Secretary McDonald took the helm two years ago.
The update mentions the items below:
•

A RAND study this past summer showed that VA performed better than the
private sector in 96 percent (45 of 47) of outpatient measures, and we
performed the same as the private sector in the other four percent of outpatient
measures.
Link to study: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11606-016-3775-2

•

I LEAD is VA’s very first enterprise-wide leadership model. It stands for
Innovation, Learning, Engaging, Anticipate, Deliver and is centered on principles
of Servant Leadership and grounded in our I CARE Values.

•

If you have not seen VA’s MyVA Momentum video, please take 15 minutes to
watch and then share widely.
Link to video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_o5WS0YgGg&feature=youtu.be

ACTIONS REQUIRED (attachment)
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We will follow up on provider agreements in Mercer County and the distance limits for
C&P exams provided by non-VA facilities.
Additional information regarding the medication copayment changes was requested.
Please see below and attached brochure.
Effective February 27, 2017, VA’s copayment regulations and associated cost for
Veterans filling outpatient medications prescribed to treat non-service connected
conditions will change.
Tier 1: Preferred Generics will cost $5 for a 30-day or less supply.
Tier 2: Non-Preferred Generics will cost $8 for a 30-day or less supply.
Tier 3: Brand Name -$11 for a 30-day or less supply.
In addition, the current copayment cap of $960 will be decreased to $700 per year.
Current regulations, which require medication copay amounts to be based on priority
groups and the Medical Consumer Price Index formula, will be eliminated.
VA will inform Veterans through multiple means of printed and online communication
using posters, brochures, and various VA websites. VA will also launch a social media
campaign in January using Facebook, Twitter, and VA’s official blog (“VAntage Point”)
to continue to inform Veterans. Pharmacy staff located at each VA Medical Facility will
serve as the local point of contact for Veterans who have questions about the new
copayment structure.

NEXT CALL
Thursday, February 9, 2017 | 2 p.m.
Call-in Information: Dial 1-800-767-1750 and, when prompted, enter participant
code 88027 followed by the # key
For any questions in the interim, to recommend a topic for the next meeting, or
suggest someone for addition to the invite list, please contact David Cowgill, VISN 4
Communications Manager, at 412-822-3318 or david.cowgill@va.gov.
###
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OBTAINING A DS LOGON

for VA Appointment Request App

HOW CAN A VETERAN OBTAIN A DS LOGON LEVEL 2 (PREMIUM)
ACCOUNT?
Obtaining a DS Logon Level 2 (Premium) Account can be complicated, but there are several options they can
choose from as to how to obtain one, as well as some additional resources that may be helpful. While you may
supply Veterans with these resources, My HealtheVet Coordinators and facility staff are not responsible for
helping Veterans obtain their DS Logon accounts. It is up to the Veteran to secure his/her own account.

HOW TO OBTAIN A DS LOGON:
Veterans must be enrolled in Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS) to obtain a DS Logon.
There are three primary methods by which Veterans can obtain a DS Logon. Below is guidance that can be
provided to Veterans regarding their three options.

In-person Proofing at a VA Regional Office (VARO)
This process is used to verify your identity in person with the VA. You can visit one of the 50+ VA Regional
Offices throughout the country. To locate your nearest VARO, visit the VA website and search the VA
Regional Benefits Offices.
•

Before visiting a VARO, please locate your two I-9 Identity Documents.

•

While at the VARO, please make sure the Operator has your current address on file

•

Once your DS Logon request is completed, you will receive a DS Logon activation letter via U.S. mail in
7-12 business days. After receiving the activation letter, activate your account at the following website:
https://myaccess.dmdc.osd.mil/identitymanagement/authenticate.do?execution=e2s1

VA Telephone Proofing Process
This process is used to verify your identity with the VA remotely (via telephone). To be eligible for this option,
you must have the ability to verify your latest Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) on the day of the Remote
Proofing. To take advantage of this option, please call 800-827-1000 and say "eBenefits" when you are
prompted for the reason for your call.

For more information, visit https://mobile.va.gov/dslogon

You must have the following information available:
•

Full name (Last name used while in service may be different than what is provided)

•

Social Security Number

•

Checking or Savings Account Number

•

Dollar amount of most recent Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT)

Online Remote Proofing
Go to this link (https://myaccess.dmdc.osd.mil/identitymanagement/registration.do) to enter the registration
process. A series of questions will be asked in order to provide you with the highest level of access as quickly as
possible. If you do not have a CAC or DFAS myPay and do not know if you have an email on file in DEERS,
select the last option, "I have none of the above."
Next you will be asked to enter your personal information so your record can be located in DEERS. You must
be enrolled in DEERS to obtain a DS Logon. Once your record is located, you may continue the registration
process by personalizing your account settings (setting your password and selecting challenge questions). You
will be provided your username once your basic account is created. You will then be prompted to upgrade your
account immediately through an online remote proofing process.

Your Life
Your Health
Your Schedule
Veteran Appointment Request (VAR) App
VA’s new Veteran Appointment Request (VAR) App helps you schedule
appointments with your VA care team from the convenience of your mobile
phone, computer, tablet or any device with an internet connection.
With VAR, you can:
• Directly schedule primary care appointments
• Make requests to have primary care or mental health
appointments scheduled for you
• See details for all pending, confirmed and upcoming
appointments (both those requested through the
app or through a VA scheduler), including date, time,
clinic, care team and reason for visit
• Send up to two messages to a VA scheduler about
requested and booked appointments
• Get email notifications about appointment updates
• Cancel an appointment if you are no longer able
to attend

To use VAR, you must be a VA patient and have a
DS Logon Level 2 (Premium) Account. Visit mobile.
va.gov/dslogon to learn more.
Having trouble? Visit the VA App Store for more
information or call the Help Desk at (877) 470-5947
weekdays from 7 a.m. – 7 p.m. (CT).

* Additional types of appointments will be available through VAR
in the future.

Get the App.
Visit the VA App Store to learn more:

mobile.va.gov/app/veteran-appointment-request
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Study finds improved access to care for veterans
By
A recent study conducted by the University of Pittsburgh Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business and the University of
Pittsburgh School of Pharmacy, Program Evaluation and Research Unit (PERU), in conjunction with the Department of
Veteran Affairs (VA) found that a new program to improve veterans’ access to care initiated over the past year has been
effective.
MyVA Access, implemented in 2015, established sustainable solutions within VA facilities to improve veterans’ access to care.
“The VA has done a remarkable job of improving veteran care access across the system, especially for urgent care, in a
relatively short period of time,” said Janice L. Pringle, Ph.D., co-principal investigator, Pitt School of Pharmacy.
The project evaluated the outcomes associated with the first year of the VA’s MyVA Access program as compared to those of
the prior year. According to Jerrold H. May, Ph.D., co-principal investigator, Pitt’s Katz Graduate School of Business, two
fundamental questions were examined: Has veterans’ access to urgent care improved as intended, and is the strategy of
prioritizing urgent care appointments the better course of action. The study determined that the answer to both questions was
a definite yes.
The study collected data from 140 VA health facilities across the country. Drawing on the responses to surveys that patients
completed after receiving medical care and on information from VA operational data, a comparison of access-to-care
measures was studied for roughly a one-year time period.
“According to the data, access-related patient satisfaction improved significantly, and complaints decreased significantly,” Mr.
May said. “Additionally, the wait time for urgent care-related consultations was improved at 74 percent of all VA facilities.”
The study determined the following successes in the MyVA Access program:
• The percentage of ‘always’ and ‘usually’ responses to a survey question related to a veteran’s ability to obtain an urgent
appointment as soon as needed improved significantly.
• Veteran-perceived access improved overall.
• New patient wait times for appointments improved significantly in both mental health and specialty care clinics.
• The number of veterans per thousand who filed access-related complaints improved significantly in the period following the
MyVA Access initiative.
• Improvements in access measures were generally consistent across facilities with differing baseline performance level
designations.

http://www.sopghreporter.com/cgi-bin/htmlos.cgi/00303.1.782915414619392590/id-17359
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In addition, researchers made several recommendations for how the VA can better institutionalize the MyVA Access program,
including engaging staff in communication programs; diffusing strong leadership principles throughout all levels of facility
leadership; developing a simple performance measurement system; developing highly specified implementation plans; using
effective methods for hiring staff; and implementing training programs that provide just-in-time knowledge and skills to staff.
“Improving any health care system’s patient access and organizational health is a difficult task,” said Ms. Pringle. “The VA’s
continued commitment to improving access and organizational health is remarkable and will only contribute to it becoming one
of the leading health care systems in the United States.”
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VA Community CAre QuiCk FACts:

DelIverIng results for veterans
>3.5M

>40
IT Solution
Test Sites

>25.5M

28

4

Sites with
Embedded Staff

Legislative
Changes

More than 7 IT Solutions
being tested across sites
nationwide

Appointments
Completed

>6K
Staff Hired by
Contract
Partners
Our contract partners have
hired thousands of staff to
support Veteran access to
Community Care

>445K

VA partnered with Congress
to change legislation to
improve the program

28 sites with contract staff
embedded with VA staff

Veterans had over 25.5 million
community care appointments
in FY16, an 18% increase
from FY15. Nearly 6 million of
this total through VCP

Issued
Authorizations

In FY16, there were over 3.5
million total community care
authorizations, about 2 million
of these via VCP

Total community care network
providers grew 43% in FY16, and
VCP providers by 67%

85

>18.9M

Health Exchange
Partners

VA Community
Care Claims
Processed

Through 85 eHealth exchange
connections, VA is now connected
to more than 800 hospitals, 13,000
clinics, and 8,400 pharmacies

Network
Providers

>1.2M
Veterans using
VCP

In FY16, VA processed
nearly 18.9 million claims
via all programs, a 13%
increase since FY15

Over 1.2 million unique
Veterans have used VCP
since the program’s inception

VA IS USING INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TO MAKE IMMEDIATE FIXES WHERE WE CAN TODAY
Eligibility
Instituted outbound
calls from the
contractor to the
Veteran

Referrals &
Authorizations

Care
Coordination

Community Care
Network

Provider
Payment

Customer
Service

Unveiled an IT solution
to convert Veterans’
paper medical records
to PDF format for
easier sharing with
community providers

Increased use of
innovative solutions
to share Veterans’
medical information
more easily between
VA and the community

Developed a more
robust network and
launched a tool for
Veterans to locate VCP
providers close to
home

Decoupled medical
records from provider
payment reducing
administrative burden

Established adverse
credit reporting to
resolve debt collection
issues resulting from
inappropriately or
delayed VCP billing

Immediate
VCP Fixes

Note: Data current as of November 17, 2016

Driving towards a program that is easy to

ImprovIng the veterans ChoICe program

understand, simple to administer and meets
the needs of Veterans and their families,
community providers, and VA staff

CHALLENGE

IMPACT

Veterans Choice
Program ends in
<9 months

SOLUTION

~ 1.2M Veterans will lose
access to care

Short-term: Address
expiration of Choice

Stress on existing
community care programs

Long-term: Congressional
authorization of Plan to
Consolidate Community Care

Damage relationships and lose
trust with thousands of providers

4 Immediate Legislative Needs

Provider Agreements

Obligation of Funding

•

•

•

VA can not consolidate care and
improve the Veterans Choice
Program without help from Congress

•

Contracts create unnecessary administrative burdens for some
community providers
Solution: Provider Agreements
Impact: A larger provider network that would increase access
to care for Veterans

Primary Payer
•
•
•

Inconsistency of VA as primary or secondary payer creates
confusion for Veterans and community providers
Solution: VA becomes the primary payer
Impact: More timely and consistent provider payments.

•
•

Obligating funding at the time of authorization leads to
inaccurate accounting
Solution: Obligation of funding at the time of payment
Impact: Improved accounting of community care funds

Funding and Funding Flexibility
•
•
•

VA Community Care is subject to unnecessary funding
constraints
Solution: Funding for VA Community Care and flexibility to
meet the needs of Veterans
Impact: Ensuring eligible Veterans can access community
care and increase funding transparency

VHA Vitals
Top 15 Things the Veterans Health Administration is
Doing to Improve Access, Care, Timeliness and
Quality for Veterans and their Families
As aligned with VHA’s Priorities for Strategic Action
Priority 1: Access: We pledge that any Veteran with the requirement for urgent care will receive care at the right time
appropriate to his or her clinical needs.
1. In October 2016, 96.62% of appointments were within 30 days of the clinically indicated or Veteran’s preferred date; 85.61%
were within 7 days; 24.06% were same-day appointments. In October 2016, average wait times for completed appointments
were 4.17 for primary care, 6.49 for specialty care, and 2.62 for mental health care.
2. VHA has reduced the Electronic Wait List from 56,271 appointments to 27,634, a 50.89% reduction between June 1, 2014
and December 1, 2016.
3. VHA and the Choice contractors created more than 3.5 million authorizations for Veterans to receive care in the private
sector from October 1, 2015 through September 30, 2016. This represents a 26% increase in authorizations when compared
to the same period in 2014/2015.
4. When compared to the January 1, 2016 pending appointments data set, the December 1, 2016 pending appointment data
set shows VA has increased the number of overall pending appointments by 1,039,888 while decreasing the number of
pending appointments greater than 30 days by 8.96%.
5. By the end of 2016, Veterans will have access to same day services in primary care and behavioral health at all VA Medical
Centers.
Priority 2: Employee Engagement: We will work to allow staff to have greater input into their work environment.
6. On November 15, 2016, Dr. David J. Shulkin, Under Secretary for Health, hosted a State of VHA address focused on VHA’s
accomplishments and future. Employees were encouraged to submit stories and photos of local accomplishments.
Priority 3: High Performance Network: We will build a high performance network of care to best serve Veterans.
7. VHA is the largest integrated health care system in the United States, providing care at 1,243 health care facilities, including
168 VA Medical Centers and 1,064 outpatient sites of care of varying complexity (VHA outpatient clinics).
8. VHA employs over 25,000 physicians and 94,000 nurses (RN, LPN & NA) to provide care to Veterans and their families.
9. VHA has increased net onboard staff by more than 24,860 employees since the beginning of FY 2015 through October 31,
2016. This includes 7,619 nurses (RN, LPN & NA) and 2,160 physicians, of which 149 are psychiatrists and 678 are
psychologists for VHA’s clinical care to Veterans.
10. VHA’s All Employee Survey (AES) perceptions of cross-team collaboration have improved from 3.51 (2014) to 3.72 (2016).
Collaboration is an essential component in delivering exceptional service to our Veteran clients. In addition, VHA employee
satisfaction improved from 3.60 (2014) to 3.80 (2016), which is helpful for retention.
11. In FY 2016, VHA hired 54 Medical Center and 8 Veterans Integrated Service Network leaders.
12. Clinical workload is up 12% over the past two years—9% within VA and 31% in the community. The 12% increase translates
into roughly 7.5 million additional hours of care for Veterans.
Priority 4: Best Practices: We seek to identify and disseminate best practices throughout VA.
13. Since its launch in 2007 through September 2016, the Veterans Crisis Line has answered more than 2.5 million calls and
initiated the dispatch of emergency services to callers in crisis nearly 66,000 times. The Veterans Crisis Line anonymous
online chat service, added in 2009, has engaged in nearly 308,000 chats.
14. In November 2011, the Veterans Crisis Line introduced a text-messaging service to provide another way for Veterans to
connect with confidential, round-the-clock support, and since then has responded to more than 60,000 texts.
Priority 5: Trust in VA Care: We will share our results on the quality and timeliness of how we care for Veterans.
15. VA developed the Strategic Analytics for Improvement and Learning Value (SAIL) Model to measure, evaluate and
benchmark quality and efficiency at medical centers. The latest SAIL data release indicated 120 medical centers (82%)
showed improvement in overall quality from the fourth quarter of FY 2015 to the third quarter of FY 2016.

… and there’s more vital work to be done.
ISSUE 10- As of November 30, 2016

We are

A DIFFERENT VA
Transformation is a marathon. It’s not a sprint.
MyVA is about looking at VA from the Veterans perspective, then
doing everything we can to make the Veteran experience effective
and engaging. Veterans are Feeling the Difference; Employees are
Feeling the Difference; and VA is Acting Differently. We just have to
maintain our change momentum.
Veterans are feeling the difference.
IMPROVING THE VETERAN EXPERIENCE means access to the care and services are predictable, consistent, and
easy to navigate – providing experiences that are effective, easy, consistent, and memorable.
Rebuilding Trust

Increasing Same Day Services
By the end of calendar year
2016, Veterans will have
their health care needs
addressed the same day at
all of our VA Medical Centers.

Nearly 60% of Veterans
surveyed in June 2016 “trust
VA to fulfill our country’s
commitment to Veterans.”
[Up from 47% in December 2015]

[As of November 1, 87 of 166 sites offer same day care]

Improving Quality of Care

96%

VA performed better
than the private sector
in 96 percent (45 of 47)
outpatient measures.

[According to a 2016 RAND Study]

Employees are feeling the difference.
IMPROVING THE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE means we’re embracing our employees and empowering them to serve
Veterans, and each other, well. VA is making things better for Veterans by improving our employees’ work environment and focusing
on replicating how the best private-sector customer-service organizations achieve success.
Enriching Employees

150,000

Our new VA 101 training has brought over
150,000 employees up-to-date on all the
benefits and services that VA offers.

Inspiring Leaders
I-LEAD is establishing
a common leadership
language and philosophy
and a consistent set of
behavioral expectations for VA
leaders everywhere.

Embracing a Principles-Based Culture

VA embraced the tenets of a
principles-based culture grounded
in values, sound judgment, and the
courage to choose the “harder right
rather than the easier wrong.”

VA is acting differently.
ACHIEVING SUPPORT SERVICES EXCELLENCE means enabling all employees and leaders by bringing our
Information Technology (IT) infrastructure into the 21st century and integrating our business operations to deliver high-quality,
effective, and efficient support services that enable and enhance a focus on customer service.
Transforming Supply Chain Operations

$150

Driving Improved Outcomes
Among 24 federal agencies IT offices, VA’s OI&T ranked fifth
in the Office of Management and Budget Benchmarks for
Highest IT Customer Satisfaction in 2016.

By the end of 2016, VA expects to realize $150
million in cost avoidance by updating it’s
processes and technology for ordering medical
and surgical equipment.

MILLION

[Up from 19th place one year ago]

ESTABLISHING A CULTURE OF CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT means applying
Lean strategies and other performance improvement capabilities to help employees improve processes and build VA into a learning
organization marked by a culture of continuous improvement.
Ramping-Up its Call Center Capabilities
1-844-MyVA311 provides a
seamless, unified experience for
Veterans when they don’t know
what VA number to call.

Reducing Veteran Claims

Transforming Veteran Access & Enrollment
One website - Vets.gov - lets
Veterans discover, apply
for, track, and manage the
benefits they’ve earned.

VA has reduced pending
claims (those over 125 days)
by almost 90 percent.

90%

ENHANCING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS means continuing to expand partnerships that extend the reach of
benefits and services available for Veterans and their families.
Partnering with Private Industry

VA

Leading in Medical Innovation & Research

In the last 18 months, VA facilitated dozens of
collaborations, bringing in more than $300 million in
investments and in-kind services to support Veterans.

VA’s partnership with IBM is increasing access to
genomics treatment for 10,000 Veteran cancer
patients over two years.

MyVA Strategies

Improving the Veteran
Experience

Improving the
Employee Experience

Improving Internal Support
Services

Continuous
Improvement

Enhancing
Strategic Partnerships

2017 PRIORITIES

2017 PRIORITIES

2017 PRIORITIES

2017 PRIORITIES

2017 PRIORITIES

Access
Claims and Appeals
Vets.gov and Contact Centers
Homelessness
Women Veterans
Veteran Experience Measurement

Human Resources
Internal Communication
Safety and Security

Information Technology
Supply Chain
Financial Management
Shared Services
Electronic Health Record
Enterprise Data Management

Strategic Operating Model

Communities
Eternal Communications
Strategic Partnerships
Strategic Engagement

Org Design
Performance Improvement
Skills Training
Diffusion of Excellence
Innovation

Administrations change. The nation’s collective commitment to Veterans shouldn’t.

How can I transfer my prescriptions
prescribed in the community to the
VA System?
VA will fill prescriptions prescribed by a
non-VA provider only if all the following
criteria are met:
;; You are enrolled in VA health benefits

;; You have provided your VA health care
provider with your medical records from
your non-VA provider
;; Your VA health care provider agrees
with the medication prescribed by
your non-VA provider. VA health care
providers are under no obligation to
prescribe a medication recommended
by a non-VA provider.
Patients are encouraged to bring a current
list of medications, dose, and frequency for
every visit.
How do I pay for my prescriptions?
You may provide payment via the
following methods:
Online:		https://pay.gov

i

By mail:		PO Box 530269
Atlanta, GA 30353-0263
In person:	A VA Medical Center
By Phone:	1-888-827-4817

Pay by check, money order, or credit card
payable to “VA.” Include Account Number.
Please do not send in requests for prescription refills with your payment. If you do,
your prescription refill will be delayed.
Will I be charged for over-thecounter medications?
Medication copayments are charged for
all over-the-counter medications, such as
aspirin, cough syrup, and vitamins that are

Department of Veterans Affairs

Medication
Copayments

How do I know if my medication is on the
VA Formulary?
Please visit the Pharmacy Internet
Formulary at http://www.pbm.va.gov/
apps/VANationalFormulary/ to learn more.
How do I know what tier my medication
is in?
Please visit the Health Benefits site at http://
www.va.gov/healthbenefits/ to learn more.
How do I change my medication(s) to a
lower tier?
A VA health care provider must make this determination. They will review any prescriptions
and determine if the type of medication being
taken can change to a lower tiered medication.

For more information about medication copayments, call 1-877-222-VETS (8387) or visit our
website: http://www.va.gov/healthbenefits/
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How do I refill my prescription?
Prescriptions can be refilled online, by mail,
or by phone. Please visit http://www.va.gov/
HEALTHBENEFITS/access/prescriptions.asp
for more information. Note: Please do not send
in requests for prescription refills with your
payment. If you do, your prescription refill will
be delayed.
Where does the Money Go?
Funds collected from medication copayments,
other VA copayments, and health insurance
reimbursements are used to provide additional
health care services to Veterans.
IB 10-336, P96391
Revised August 2016
U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs
Veterans Health
Administration

Facts You Should Know

;; You have an assigned Primary
Care Provider

dispensed from a VA pharmacy. You are not
charged a medication copayment for medical
supplies (syringes, alcohol wipes, etc.) or for
medications administered during treatment.

Medication Copayments
Veterans in Priority Group 1 or other exempted
Veterans do not pay for medications.
The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) charges
a copayment for each 30-day or less supply of
medication provided on an outpatient basis
for the treatment of a non-service connected
condition. Effective early 2017, the copayment
amounts are:
Priority
Group

Outpatient
Medication Tier

Tier 1
(Preferred
Generics)

2–8

Copayment amount
1–30
day
supply

31–60
day
supply

61–90
day
supply

$5

$10

$15

(found at www.va.gov/healthbenefits).
This threshold changes on an annual basis.
For the current threshold amount, contact
the Enrollment Coordinator at your nearest
VA health care facility.

2 You are a Veteran with a service-connected
condition rated less than 50 percent
disabled but are receiving outpatient
treatment for a non-service-connected
condition and your annual income
exceeds the specified threshold.

Exemptions from Medication Copayments:
1 Veterans rated 50 percent or more disabled
with a service-connected condition.

2 Medication dispensed for serviceconnected conditions.

3 Veterans who are former Prisoners

Tier 2
(Non-Preferred
Generics and
some OTCs)

$8

Tier 3
(Brand Name)

$11

of War (POWs).

$16

$22

$24

$33

$700 Medication Copayment Cap

Why VA Requires a Medication Copayment

Annual Cap on Medication Copayments
An annual cap was established to eliminate
financial hardship for Veterans enrolled in
Priority Groups 2 through 8, who might require
an unusually large amount of medications.
Beginning in early 2017, the annual cap that can
be charged is $700. Veterans who exceed the
annual cap will continue to receive medications
without having to make further copayments.
Medication Copayments apply to you if:
1 You are a Veteran receiving outpatient
treatment for a non-service connected
condition and your annual income exceeds
the applicable National Income Threshold

4 Medication for Vietnam-era herbicide-

exposed, radiation-exposed, combat or
Camp Lejeune Veterans, as authorized
under 38 U.S.C. 1710(e).

5 Medication for treatment of military
sexual trauma, as authorized under
38 U.S.C. 1720D.

6 Medication for treatment of cancer of

the head or neck, as authorized under
38 U.S.C. 1720E.

7 Medication provided as part of a

VA-approved research project, as
authorized by 38 U.S.C. 7303.

8 Veterans with a low income (annual income
lower than the applicable VA pension).

9 Veterans who VA determines to be

catastrophically disabled, as defined in
38 CFR 17.36(e).

10 Veterans receiving care for psychosis or
a mental illness other than psychosis
pursuant to §17.110.

Applying for Low Income Exemption

Commonly Asked Questions

Veterans who have a service-connection
rating of 40 percent or less and whose
income is at or below the applicable National
Income Threshold (found at www.va.gov/
healthbenefits) may complete a medication
copayment exemption test.

Payment Options
Payment is encouraged, but not
required, when you pick up your
medications at your VA health
care facility. If you are unable to
pay at that time an account will be
established for you to be billed monthly.
Prescriptions dispensed after hours, on
weekends and on holidays, in emergency
situations or through the Consolidated Mail
Out Pharmacy (CMOP), will be billed to your
account. Please do not send in requests for
prescription refills with your payment. If you
do, your prescription refill will be delayed.
℞

Payment

To avoid interest and administrative charges,
make payments before your next monthly
billing statement. We encourage you to pay
by check, money order or credit card. You
should not send cash through the mail. The
national payment address is printed on the
monthly billing statement. If you would like
to pay your VA patient copayment balance
electronically, you may log into www.pay.gov
and find “Department of Veterans Affairs” on
the agency list. This service is available to you
at no cost.
Billing Questions: If you receive a bill that you
believe to be in error, please contact the tollfree number listed on your billing statement.
Reimbursements received from your health
insurance carrier will be used to offset or eliminate your copayment on a dollar-for-dollar
basis. The unpaid VA copayment remains
your responsibility.

If I am required to make a
Q
copayment and can’t, will
A
VA withhold my treatment
or medications?
No. VA will not withhold treatment or medication. An account is automatically established
when you are required to make a copayment.
However, if you are having financial difficulties and are unable to pay assessed copayment charges, you may apply for a waiver,
compromise or repayment plan.
Will the amount of the medication copayment and the annual cap ever change?
The amount of the medication copayment
and the cap may be changed on an annual
basis. The VA health care facility will inform
the Veteran of any medication copayment
and/or annual cap change.
Will my insurance company be charged
for medication for my service-connected
condition?
No, VA is not authorized to bill your insurance
company for medication related to treatment
of your service-connected conditions.
Who decides if a medication is for treatment
of a non-service connected condition?
A VA health care provider makes this determination. If the medication prescribed is for
treatment of a service-connected condition
or special authority, no copayment is required.
Can I get prescriptions from my
private health care provider filled
at the VA pharmacy?
No, VA will only provide medications that
are prescribed by authorized providers in
conjunction with VA medical care. VA health
care providers are under no obligation to
prescribe a medication recommended by a
non-VA provider.

